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What I’d Like to Cover
• Who you are and why you’re here!
• Who I am, and who GreenHomes is
• Touch on a bit of marketing (because
you can’t sell if the phone doesn’t
ring).
• Selling “energy-efficiency” in home
performance
• Anything else you’d like to cover?
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About GreenHomes America
• Founded in 2005 by The Linc Group
• Operations in upstate New York
and Princeton, NJ
• Leader in home performance contracting
with 10,000+
customers
• Emphasis on quality,
customer-service, and one-stop
shopping
• Nationwide beginning this summer
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Single Source Provider of “Green”
Solutions
Home Comfort & Energy Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Home Assessments
HVAC retrofit and zone control
Reduce Air Infiltration
Duct Sealing
Insulation
Replacement Windows
Indoor Air Quality systems
Tank & Tankless Hot Water Heaters
Solar PV & Solar Thermal

Future “Green” Offerings
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•
•
•
•

LED Lighting
Home Appliance Control Systems
IAQ Monitoring Services
Water Saving Products
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Your Time Has Come
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•Consistent temperatures
throughout the home
•Draft free rooms
•Quiet environment
•Increased home value
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•Fighting skyrocketing energy prices
•Concerns about rising energy
consumption
•Calls for energy independence
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Consumer Demand Drivers
•Concerns about global
warming
•77% worried about the
environment
•Carbon and other offset
markets
•Being “Green” is in vogue

Desire/need to address:
•Poor indoor air quality
•Carbon monoxide poisoning
•Natural gas leaks
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Differentiation
• We can sell comfort, health, and safety—and be
able to deliver!
• Unmatched credibility due to the Test-in, Test-out
process
• Throughout, we educate the homeowner and they
make better choices.
• Customer emotional involvement leads to 40-50%
referral based sales
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Facilitates the sales process and
improves satisfaction
• Stronger customer relationship
• Increases job sizes
¾Syracuse—average ticket size increased from
less than $7,000 to more than $9,000

• Raises closing rates
¾ Syracuse—from less than 25% to more than 40%
¾ With finished selling system, even higher

• Minimizes callbacks and liabilities
¾If and only if QUALITY is integral
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Example, customer calls for attic
insulation (cold room for years)
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And she got insulation…after airsealing
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But also a wet crawlspace
treatment…
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…and some site drainage solutions
including gutters and regrading…
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…and a new furnace

…along with
some ENERGY
STAR appliances
and combustion
safety testing
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A Tale of Two Houses

Before
• 1,320 square feet
• Heat: 198 million BTUs/year
• 6,000 kWh/year

After
• 2,030 square feet
• Heat: 85 million BTUs/year
• 3,000 kWh/year
60% less heating usage!
50% less electricity usage!
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Basics: Marketing
Home Performance

Mass
Media

Referrals
(relationships)

Research

Product/
Service

Feedback/
Refinement

Advertising

Other

Word of
Mouth

Marketing
What is
Marketing
= Advertising
Marketing?

Customer
Service

Demonstrations

P. R.

…and
more!
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If you want leads, YOU must
market.
You can’t rely on any program
to do it for you!
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Marketing Activities
•Newspaper
•TV
¾Commercials
What
¾Talk shows

•Home Energy Makeover
Contest
•Direct mail

do you¾Mostly
do? to our customers

•Newsletters
¾Very segmented only •Job Signs/Door Hangers
•Home Shows/Fairs
•Pens, hats, shirts, etc.
•Vehicles
•SGLs
•Telemarketing
•And more!
•Radio
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People don’t want heating
fuel or coolant, people
want cold beer and hot
showers.
--Amory Lovins

Why People Call Us
• Comfort Problems
• Because they want (one of:)
¾Windows
¾HVAC
¾Insulation

• Building Performance Issues, e.g.,
¾Ice Damming
¾Moisture issues
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• High Energy Bills
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Terms and Ideas that make people
say – HUH?
• Stack Effect
• ACH50
• MVG (or BTL, or…)
• Manual J
• Delta-T
• Pascals
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• And many more…

Marketing
Examples
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Vehicle Wraps
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Consider this list...
1. The first time a man looks at an ad,
he doesn’t see it.
2. The second time, he doesn’t notice
it.
3. The third time, he is conscious of its
existence.
4. The fourth time, he faintly
remembers having seen it.
5. The fifth time, he reads the ad.
6. The sixth time, he turns up his nose
at it.
7. The seventh time, he reads it
through and say “Oh, Brother!”
8. The eight time, he says, “Here’s that
confounded thing again!”
9. The ninth time, he wonders if it
amounts to anything.
10. The tenth time, he will ask his
neighbor if he has tried it.

11. The eleventh time, he wonders how the
advertiser makes it pay.
12. The twelfth time, he thinks it must be a
good thing.
13. The thirteenth time, he thinks it might be
worth something.
14. The fourteenth time, he remembers that he
wanted such a thing for a long time.
15. The fifteenth time, he is tantalized because
he cannot afford it.
16. The sixteenth time, he thinks he will buy it
someday.
17. The seventeenth time, he makes a
memorandum of it.
18. The eighteenth time, he swears at his
poverty.
19. The nineteenth time, he counts his money
carefully.
20. The twentieth time he sees the ad, he buys
the article.

Patience and Persistance
are Required
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--Thomas Smith, 1885

From Guerrilla Marketing by Jay Conrad Levinson, 1998

Basics: Selling
Home Performance
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Marketing Home Performance is
Hard—Selling is Easier!
• 99% of customers calling us are for
single measures:
¾45% of installations are for
single major measures
¾37% of installations are for
two major measures
¾18% of installations are for
three or more major measures
33

How would you define our primary
goal for each homeowner?
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• Help homeowners lower their energy
costs?
• Deliver comfort, indoor air quality,
health, safety, peace of mind, quality,
and more?
• Help reduce dependence on foreign
(oil & gas) energy sources?
• Reduce pollution, global impact and
more???
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WHATEVER YOUR CLIENT NEEDS!
• Your job is to:
• Understand the true needs and desires
of your client
• Build value for, and, offer viable
solutions and recommendations
• Help your client become comfortable
accepting them.
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People don’t want heating
fuel or coolant, people
want cold beer and hot
showers.
--Amory Lovins
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Of Equal Importance…
• Always give your client options.
• Also, be willing to do it “right”
• Always perform a CHA!
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Simplified Sales/Delivery Model
Customer call:
Home
performance
problem
OR
single measure

Begin educating
customer BEFORE
first visit
and
Qualify for
financing

Generate
Report
&
Proposal

Conduct
Home assessment
and
Educate customer
So they have to
use you

Install
Performance
Measures

Verify Results
and
Customer
Satisfaction
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The Lead Form…
• Separates the prospect from the suspect
• Identifies who in the home (or somehow
attached to the home) is the “sponsor” of
the project.
• Helps you determine need and ability to
make an improvement (and plants a seed to
help your sales person build trust)
• A good chance to LISTEN and gather key
information for the sales process
40
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What You’re Looking For
The natural conclusion of a sales call is
a close with a signed contract if three
elements are present…
1. Need
2. Ability
3. Trust (you usually won’t gain this on
this first phone call—but you can lose
it on that call)
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Simplified Delivery Model
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Home
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and
Customer
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Introduce the Company
• Who you are
• How you approach the problem—and
why
• The types of solutions the customer
can expect
• Set expectations for the visit
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Simplified Delivery Model
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Don’t miss the basics - The things
you should be doing anyway
• Arrive on time and plan to spend enough
time for the client
• Ask questions to learn about home conditions
and concerns
• Provide a comprehensive assessment
• Explain your expert findings and provide
honest opinions and recommendations
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The Psychology of the Buying
Process
• It’s more that just performing a
Comprehensive Home Assessment
• Establish a proper relationship
• Completely understand their needs/desires
and inform the homeowner what the
technical information means to them
• Present recommendations and solutions
• Support materials, affordability & budgets
46
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Client Psychology, cont…
•Your client must understand and
believe that your recommendations
will improve and/or solve their
concerns and needs.
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There’s a lot going on in the home
assessment
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• Meet & Greet (and listen)
• Detailed Inspection (Interior
& Exterior)
• Diagnostics and Observations
• Document Findings (inc. H&S)
• Present Recommendations
• Develop Workscope & Pricing
• Estimate Energy Savings
• Educate homeowner
• And Sell the Job!
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Involve the customer…
•From the visual
inspection,

•Through the advanced
diagnostic tools
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The technical information…
• Try to use “real world” examples!
• Communicate the all the EMOTIONAL
VALUES of the facts and your options,
to each client.
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¾ Comfort, health, IAQ, safety…
¾ Utility Savings, Peace of Mind…
¾ Environmental Improvements, etc…
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IR Cameras can really help tell the story…
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Document what you find
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Estimating Energy Savings
In the middle of all
the other tasks,
the advisor is
trying to estimate
energy savings for
the project…
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Presentations Aids
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Work in a few trial closes
• Wouldn’t it be nice to no longer have
that cold bedroom over the garage?
YES.
• Are you tired of that musty crawlspace
smell filling your house? YES.
• Is it time to stop throwing most of
your cool air right outside? YES.
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Learn when to stop!
• Time and money are limited
¾Don’t waste homeowners’ time
¾Don’t bloat your own overhead

• Every house is NOT a research project.
• Get what you need, and get out.
• You must include the critical
diagnostics, however. And remember
that much of the diagnostics are also
useful sales tools.
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Simplified Delivery Model
Customer call:
Home
performance
problem
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Opportunity:
One Call Close
• Many contractors miss this opportunity to
increase close rates and decrease overhead!
• The evaluation and sales call generates a lot of
excitement—strike while the iron is hot
• Again, every house is not a research project
• Works best with a pre-qualified customer—
conceptually and financially
• You need to understand your costs and pricing!
• You’ll absolutely need fast and simple financing
for this
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At the Kitchen Table, be prepared
to…

• Educate the customer
• Present findings &
•
•
•
•
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recommendations
Present benefits of the
project (including
program benefits)
Explain how the work
would be done
Present workscope
packages & costs
Complete loan
application
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Workscope/
Contract Docs

Including:
• All Recommendations
• Detailed Workscope
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Customer Reactions
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To sell you need Financing
• Most customers can’t—or don’t want
to—pay cash for big ticket jobs.
• More attractive rates help,
• BUT ease of access is critical
¾Simple, quick, and hassle free

• Having multiple financing tools in your
belt is a big plus
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¾Need ways to reach hard-to-qualify
homeowners

Simplified Delivery Model
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Home
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Install
Performance
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Verify Results
and
Customer
Satisfaction
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Before…
…and After

You want happy customers…
When
webe
moved
in, back
thehappy
neighbors
told
We
are
extremely
•I will
coming
to with
us
we’d
have
such
bad
icicles
we
the
work that
has
been
done.
GreenHomes
forto
all
mygoenergywouldn’t
be
able
even
on
to the
Our
house
is
incredibly
efficiency
LOVE
SAVING
patio
in the needs.
winter. IBut,
because
of
comfortable
now.
Thanks!
GreenHomes,
had no icicles.
GREEN withwe’ve
GREENHOMES!!!
—Anthony
andand
Annalisa
O.,
—Todd
Jenny,
Liverpool,
NY
•—Mark B.,
Syracuse, NY
Morrisville,
NY
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Opportunity:
Customer for Life
• Great results lead to very happy customers
• Contractor becomes the trusted source
• Opportunity of generate ongoing revenue
through maintenance contracts and
additional services
• Happy customers give referrals and start the
qualification process on the next generation
of customers
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Throughout the Sales Process,
Have a “Systematic Approach”.
• Use and develop a “system” to ensure that
you don’t miss anything that might be
important to the homeowner
• Respect the home, the homeowner, their
time and demonstrate integrity
• Know and follow the details of your
“program” – Make realistic promises!
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Questions & Comments

Comfort. Energy Savings. Guaranteed.
greenhomesamerica.com
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